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Abstract. In this paper, we consider spatial point processes and investigate members of a subclass of the Markov

point processes, termed the directed Markov point processes (DMPPs), whose joint distribution can be written in

closed form and, as a consequence, its parameters can be estimated directly. Furthermore, we show how the

DMPPs can be simulated rapidly using a one-pass algorithm. A subclass of Markov random ®elds on a ®nite

lattice, called partially ordered Markov models (POMMs), has analogous structure to that of DMPPs. In this

paper, we show that DMPPs are the limits of auto-Poisson and auto-logistic POMMs. These and other results

reveal a close link between inference and simulation for DMPPs and POMMs.
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1. Introduction

Consider a spatial point process X of events observed in a bounded domain S � Rd. Then

X can be interpreted in three equivalent ways, namely as a random ®nite subset X of S; as a

system of nonnegative integer-valued random variables N�K�:number of events of X in

K, for all compact subsets K � S; and as a nonnegative integer-valued stochastic process

fNz : z:�z1; . . . ; zd�0 [ Sg, where Nz:number of events of X in S \ fy � �y1; . . . ; yd�0:
yi � zi; i � 1; . . . ; dg. Henceforth, assume that X is simple (i.e, at any spatial location,

only single events can occur a.s.). Then a spatial point process X can be characterized

by l0 and a sequence of permutation-invariant intensity functions fln�s1; . . . ; sn� :
n � 1; 2; . . .g such that

Pr�X1 [ ds1; . . . ;Xn [ dsnjN�S� � n� � ln�s1; . . . ; sn�ds1 . . . dsnR
Sn ln�u1; . . . ; un�du1 . . . dun

;



Pr�N�S� � n�:pn �
eÿ ��S�l0 ; n � 0

�eÿ ��S�=n!� RSn ln�u1; . . . ; un�du1 . . . dun ; n � 1,

(

X?
n� 0

pn � 1;

where ��S� denotes Lebesgue measure of the set S. Because S is bounded, ��S�5?.

Furthermore, the n-th intensity function ln can be factored uniquely into its Gibbsian

form (e.g., Daley and Vere-Jones, 1988, p. 129):

ln�s1; . . . ; sn�! exp
X

i

gi�si� �
X
i5 j

gij�si; sj� � � � � � g12 ��� n�s1; s2; . . . ; sn�
( )

;

�1:1�
where it is important to remember that the proportionality constant in (1.1) is chosen so thatP?

n� 0 pn � 1. For example, suppose gi�z�: log l; gij�z; u�:�log g�I�kzÿ uk � R�, for

unknown parameters �l; g� and known R40; and all higher-order g-functions are zero. Then

ln�s1; . . . ; sn� � lngYn=K�l; g�; �1:2�
where Yn is the number of pairs of fs1; . . . ; sng whose distances are less than or equal to a

speci®ed R, and K�l; g� is a normalizing constant to guarantee that
P?

n� 0 pn � 1. The

point process obtained from (1.2) is known as the Strauss process; its parameter space is

f�l; g� : K�l; g�5?g � �0;?�6�0; 1�; see Kelly and Ripley (1976). More generally, if

gij�z; u� � C�kzÿ uk; g�, then X is known as a pairwise-interaction Markov point process.

The likelihood for a spatial point process is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the point-

process measure with respect to the unit-Poisson-process measure. That is,

`�h� � eÿ ��S�ln�s1; . . . ; sn; h�; �1:3�
where ln has now been parameterized with parameters h. For example, for the Strauss

process,

`�l; g� � eÿ ��S�lngYn=K�l; g�: �1:4�
More generally, write

`�h� � eÿ ��S�An�h�=K�h�;
where An�h� depends on both the data and the parameters and is expressed in closed form;

however, the normalizing constant K�h� generally cannot be. The maximum likelihood

estimator of h is,

ĥ: arg supf`�h�g;
where the sup is taken over all h for which K�h�5?. Thus, maximum likelihood

estimation is problematic when `�h� depends on a normalizing constant K�h� that cannot

be given in closed form. Furthermore, exact simulation of the point process X for a given

h � h0 may require knowledge of K�h0�.
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In conclusion, although Markov-point-process models that involve (truncation of )

Equation (1.1) are attractive and have been featured in various applications (e.g.,

Rowlinson, 1959; Ogata and Tanemura, 1984; Penttinen, 1984; Stoyan and Stoyan, 1994),

their likelihoods cannot be written in closed form and they cannot be simulated directly.

Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation has proved to be a powerful tool in

overcoming these two dif®culties (e.g., Ogata and Tanemura, 1989; Geyer and Mùller,

1994). Nevertheless, such techniques are iterative and rely on convergence to a stationary

distribution. This can take a long time and, even then, one is never really sure that the ®nal

realizations are coming from the target stationary distribution. The idea of perfect

simulation has been considered recently by Propp and Wilson (1996), although in limited

contexts and without addressing directly the problem of inference on h.

These same problems occur when specifying Markov random ®elds for spatial attributes

y�s1�; . . . ; y�sn�, observed at ®xed spatial locations fs1; . . . ; sng � Rd. That is, the joint

density (usually with respect to d-dimensional Lebesgue measure or counting measure) of

the data y�s1�; . . . ; y�sn� is written as,

f �y�s1�; . . . ; y�sn�� � exp

�X
i

hi�y�si�� �
X
i5j

hij�y�si�; y�sj�� � � � �

� h12 ��� n�y�s1�; y�s2�; . . . ; y�sn��
��

K; �1:5�

where the normalizing constant K is chosen to make (1.5) a probability density. Now,

under suitable regularity conditions (e.g., Cressie, 1993, pp. 418, 419), it is equivalent to

write (1.5) in terms of the conditional probabilities,

f �y�si�jyÿ i�! exp

�
hi�y�si�� �

X
j:j 6� i

hij�y�si�; y�sj�� � � � �

� h12 ��� n�y�s1�; y�s2�; . . . ; y�sn��
�
; �1:6�

where yÿ i:�y�s1�; . . . ; y�siÿ 1�; y�si� 1�; . . . ; y�sn��0; i � 1; . . . ; n.

Just as in the point-process case, one often truncates the exponent of (1.5) to obtain

pairwise-only interactions. For example, if y�si� [ f0; 1g, for all i � 1; . . . ; n, then one can

obtain the Markov random ®eld known as the auto-logistic model. On the d-dimensional

lattice, its homogeneous version with near-neighbor interaction gives (1.5) as

f �y�s1�; . . . ; y�sn�� � exp a
X

i

y�si� � g
X
i5 j

y�si�y�sj�I�ksi ÿ sjk � d
1
2�

( ),
K�a; g�:

�1:7�
Similarly, (1.6) reduces to

f �y�si�jyÿ i� �
expfay�si� � gy�si�

P
l y�si � al�g

1� expfa� g
P

l y�si � al�g
; �1:8�
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where the sum in (1.8) is over the 3d ÿ 1 possible vectors falg, each of whose d
components is either ÿ 1, 0, or 1, such that the vector 0 is disallowed. Notice that (1.8)

allows us to write,

f �y�si�jyÿi� � f �y�si�jfy�si � al� : l � 1; . . . ; 3d ÿ 1g�; �1:9�
which is the conditional density of y�si� given only its 3d ÿ 1 near neighbors.

Spatial Markov point process models and Markov random ®elds are closely related.

Because of the unknown normalizing constant K in (1.5) or (1.7), it is clear that we

encounter similar problems for maximum likelihood estimation and simulation of Markov

random ®elds, as we did for Markov point processes. Again, MCMC simulation provides a

way of getting around these dif®culties, although with similar concerns regarding

convergence to the stationary distribution. In fact, Besag, Milne, and Zachary (1982) show

that autologistic (and auto-Poisson) Markov random ®elds can be made to converge to

particular Markov point processes. It is this idea that we shall explore in this paper, in a

different context.

Now, there is a subclass of the Markov random ®elds on ®nite lattices for which the

normalizing constant is known exactly (it is unity), and which is based on partial orderings

in Rd. Cressie and Davidson (1998) call the members of this subclass, partially ordered

Markov models (POMMs). It should be noted that POMMs can be thought of as acyclic

directed graphical models (e.g., Lauritzen, 1996) de®ned on a spatial lattice. The partial

order we shall use exclusively in this article is de®ned coordinate-wise as follows,

u[z iff u1 � z1 and u2 � z2 . . . and ud � zd; u; z [Rd: �1:10�
Based on a given partial order, there are several subsets of S � Rd that can now be

de®ned. Given z [ S, de®ne the cone of z as cone(z) :fu [ S : u[z and u 6� zg; de®ne the

unrelated elements of z as U�z�:fu [ S : u 6[z and z 6[ug; and de®ne R��z�:
cone�z� [ U�z�.

A POMM is characterized by a property analogous to (1.9), which says that conditional

densities actually depend on only (spatially near) neighbors. Using the partial order (1.10),

a near-neighbor POMM for Y� ? � on the integer lattice contained in S, which is analogous

to the Markov random ®eld (1.9), is de®ned by,

f �y�si�jy�R��si��� � f �y�si�jfy�si � bl� : l � 1; . . . ; 2d ÿ 1g�; �1:11�
where y�A�:fy�s� : s [Ag and each of the d components of bl are either ÿ 1 or 0, such

that the vector 0 is disallowed. The speci®cation (1.11) says that the conditional

distribution of y�si�, given values for its ancestors and its unrelated elements, actually

depends only on its 2d ÿ 1 ``parents''. Henceforth, de®ne

pa�si�:fsi � bl : l � 1; . . . ; 2d ÿ 1g: �1:12�
Notice that (1.11) is a special case of the general de®nition of a POMM given by Cressie

and Davidson (1998) and corresponds to a d-dimensional Markov mesh model, whose

two-dimensional version was originally de®ned by Abend et al. (1965). From results given

by the previous authors, it is easy to see that the joint distribution of y�s1�; . . . ; y�sn� takes

on a very simple product form, namely,
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f �y�s1�; . . . ; y�sn�� �
Yn

i� 1

f �y�si�jy�pa�si���; �1:13�

where pa�si� is de®ned by (1.12), and where it is understood that, on the edges of the

region, if there is no y-value corresponding to a parent of si then that value drops out of the

conditioning set. Notice that the normalizing constant in (1.13) is unity and that if

parametric models are speci®ed via parameters h in f �y�si�jy�pa�si��; h�, then the

likelihood function `�h� is given in closed form as,

`�h� �
Yn

i� 1

f �y�si�jy�pa�si��; h�: �1:14�

For example, Cressie and Davidson (1998) consider inter alia binary processes for which

f �y�si�jy�pa�si��; a; g� � py�si��1ÿ p�1ÿ y�si�; y�si� [ f0; 1g; �1:15�
and

log�p=�1ÿ p�� � a� g
X

l
y�si � bl�;

where the sum is over the 2d ÿ 1 possible vectors fblg. Then the likelihood in this case is

simply,

`�a; g�:
Yn

i� 1

expfy�si��a� g
P

l y�si � bl��g
1� expfa� g

P
l y�si � bl�g

:

This can be maximized directly with respect to a and g using the statistical package SAS

(Davidson et al., 1999). Furthermore, simulation of POMMs is very fast and noniterative,

using the level-sets algorithm developed by Cressie and Davidson (1998).

Our intention in this article is to de®ne a class of directed Markov point processes

(DMPPs) by constructing them as limits of POMMs. This is a special case of a more

general class of DMPPs being considered by Baddeley et al. (2000). In all that follows, we

shall restrict attention to processes in two dimensions, although there is little extra effort in

generalizing our de®nitions and results to d dimensions. In Section 2, we give de®nitions

and notations that are used in the speci®cation of POMMs and DMPPs. In Section 3,

directed pairwise-interaction point processes are constructed as limits of auto-Poisson and

auto-logistic POMMs. In Section 4, a simulation algorithm for such DMPPs is proposed.

As an illustration, we derive a directed Strauss process in Section 3 and present its

simulation results in Section 4. A short discussion is given in Section 5.

2. Denitions and Notations

Before we proceed with the construction of DMPPs as the limit of a sequence of POMMs,

we need to establish some more de®nitions and notations.

Consider a sequence of random ®elds on the bounded domain S � R2. For the r-th stage

of the sequence, we let pr denote a ®nite partition of S with a total of m�r� cells in the

partition. Let Cr;i denote the i-th cell. Then ��Cr;i� is its Lebesgue measure and its diameter

DIRECTED MARKOV POINT PROCESSES 9



is de®ned as diam�Cr;i�: supfkzÿ uk : z; u [Cr;ig. Furthermore, let nr;i be a representa-

tive site in Cr;i; consequently, Dr:fnr;i : i � 1; . . . ;m�r�g is a spatial (often regular)

lattice. In this article, we use a sequence of POMMs to model the joint distribution of

nr � �nr;1; . . . ; nr;m�r��, where nr;i is the number of events in Cr;i; i � 1; . . . ;m�r�. Let n�A�
denote the number of events in a subset A of S and hence n�Cr;i� � nr;i; i � 1; . . . ;m�r�.
The sequence is subscripted by r, although it is often suppressed for ease of presentation.

Denote �Dr;[� as the partially ordered set de®ned by (1.10). Then there exists an

acyclic directed graph �Dr;Fr�, where Fr consists of directed edges from nr;j to nr;i such

that nr;j[nr;i. Furthermore, let Dr;min denote the set of minimal elements of Dr, which is

fnr;i [Dr : 9= nr;j [Dr s.t. nr;j[nr;ig, and let cone�nr;i�:fnr;j [Dr : nr;j[nr;i; i 6� jg. For

more details, see Cressie and Davidson (1998).

Recall, from Section 1, the characterization of a point process X as a random ®nite

subset of S. Then let x:�s1; . . . ; sn�, where si [ S and n � 0; 1; 2; . . . , denote a typical

realization of X. Let w denote the space of all realizations of X and wn denote the subspace

of all realizations of X containing exactly n events. Note then that w � [?n� 0wn and that the

probability measure Pr( ? ) of the spatial point process X is characterized by its Radon-

Nikodym derivative with respect to the probability measure P0 of the unit Poisson process.

We denote the resulting density by f �x; n�. Now the density is proportional to (1.1) and

hence it may be factored into its Gibbsian form. Upon truncation of (1.1), one may then

restrict attention to pairwise-only interactions, as was done in (1.2). In the case of DMPPs,

we de®ne cone�z�:fu [ S : u[z; u 6� zg. Interactions will be restricted to related pairs

of sites, where one of the sites is in the cone of the other.

In a manner similar to Besag et al. (1982), we generate events at location xr in the cells

from this partition pr of Sr conditional on having observed nr on the acyclic directed

graph �Dr;Fr�, associated with the poset �Dr;[�. De®ne

xr:��s11; . . . ; s1nr;1
�; . . . ; �sm�r�1; . . . ; sm�r�nr;m�r� ��;

where sij denotes the j-th event in cell Cr;i; j � 1; . . . ; nr;i; i � 1; . . . ;m�r�, with the

convention that zero-count cells do not appear in xr. That is, we have de®ned a sequence of

spatial point processes that we represent as f�xr; nr� : r � 1; 2; . . .g. We call each point

process in the sequence a directed Markov point process (DMPP).

3. DMPPs as Limits of POMMs

Given a realization of the DMPP �xr; nr�, we write the density of the resulting n events at

locations x � �s1; . . . ; sn� [ w, where si [ S, as fr�x; n�. This density is derived from the

distribution of nr multiplied by the distribution of xr given nr. Note that here, the i-th entry

in nr; nr;i:N�x \ Cr;i�, is the number of events in x that fall into cell Cr;i; and the i-th entry

in xr; �si1; . . . ; sinr;i
�:x \ Cr;i, is merely a re-labeled version of the locations of these nr;i

events, for i � 1; . . . ;m�r�. Henceforth in this paper, we shall use x in place of xr for the

r-th DMPP.

Now, we let the partition pr (which need not be unique) become ®ner and ®ner, as

r??; we identify the limiting DMPP by ®nding f�x; n�, the limit of the densities

ffr�x; n�g. As we shall see, both the Markovian and directional properties will be re¯ected
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in the limiting density f�x; n�. It is not our intention in this paper to characterize completely

the DMPPs, but rather to derive a subclass of such processes by construction.

3.1. DMPPs as Limits of Auto-Poisson POMMs

In this section, we shall show that, as the partition in the random ®eld model becomes ®ner

and ®ner, a sequence of point processes constructed from auto-Poisson POMMs converges

to a limit that we call a directed pairwise-interaction Markov point process, which is a

type of DMPP. For a given realization, x � �s1; . . . ; sn� [ w, we ®rst derive the r-th density

fr�x; n�, and then we identify the limiting density f�x; n�, as r??.

For the r-th DMPP, we model the number of events n � �n1; . . . ; nm� in cells fCig from

partition p by an auto-Poisson POMM,

Pr�nijfnj : nj [ cone�ni�g� �
exp�ÿmi�mni

i

ni!
; �3:1�

where ni:n�x\ Ci�, and recall that ni is a representative site in Ci; i � 1; . . . ;m. In (3.1),

the conditional mean mi is assumed to be given by a product of pairwise interactions,

mi �
lAi

Q
nj[cone�ni� c�ni; nj�nj ; ni 6[Dmin

lAi ; ni [Dmin;

(
�3:2�

where l40 is an overall intensity parameter, Ai:��Ci� is the volume of cell Ci, and C is a

pairwise-interaction function. By (3.1), (3.2), and Result 1 in Cressie and Davidson (1998),

the distribution of n is,

Pr�n� � Pr�fnj : nj [Dming�
Y

ni =[Dmin

Pr�nijfnj : nj [ cone�ni�g�

� exp ÿ l
Xm

i� 1

Ai

Y
nj [ cone�ni�

C�ni; nj�nj

0@ 1A"lPm

i� 1
ni

# Ym
i� 1

A
ni
i

ni!

" #

6
Ym
i� 1

Y
nj [ cone�ni�

C�ni; nj�ninj

24 35; �3:3�

where we use the convention that C�ni; nj�:1, whenever ni [Dmin.

Based on this auto-Poisson POMM, we model the locations x \ Ci of the ni events in Ci

by an independent uniform distribution in Ci; i � 1; . . . ;m. Hence, conditional on n, the

n�:Pm
i� 1 ni� events x:�s1; . . . ; sn� are distributed as,

Pr�xjn� �
Ym
i�1

1

A
ni
i

: �3:4�

Note that formula (3.4) does not depend on the labeling of each location relative to the cell

to which it belongs. Now, the joint distribution of this point process is
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Pr�x; n� � Pr�xjn�Pr�n� and its density with respect to the unit Poisson process,

P0�x; n� � eÿ ��S�
Qm

i�1 1=ni!, is obtained from (3.3) and (3.4) as Pr�x; n�=P0�x; n�.
It is now helpful to reintroduce the subscript r when clarity demands it. At the r-th stage,

the joint density of n events at locations x � �s1; . . . ; sn� is,

fr�x; n� � exp ��S� ÿ l
Xm�r�
i� 1

Ar;i

Y
nr;j [ cone�nr;i�

C�nr;i; nr;j�nr;j

0@ 1A
6ln

Ym�r�
i� 1

Y
nr;j [ cone�nr;i�

C�nr;i; nr;j�nr;inr;j : �3:5�

Note that the information regarding which cell an event belongs to is in

nr;i � N�x \ Cr;i�; i � 1; . . . ;m�r�. Suppose that dr:maxi�diam�Cr;i��?0, as r??,

where diam(�) is de®ned in Section 2. Our goal is to identify the limit of fr�x; n�, as r??.

Given the realization x � �s1; . . . ; sn�, denote the interaction associated with a point

z [ S as follows:

Fr�z; x�:
Xm�r�
i� 1

Y
nr;j [ cone�nr;i�

C�nr;i; nr;j�nr;j I�z [Cr;i�; �3:6�

where I� ? � is the indicator function. In other words, when z is in cell Cr;i for some

i;Fr�z; x� is the interaction associated with nr;i and, as z varies over S;Fr�z; x� takes the

form of a step function. Further, the total interaction in x � �s1; . . . ; sn� is denoted as,

ir�x; n�:
Yn

i� 1

Fr�si; x�: �3:7�

Note that ir�x; n� is equal to the last term in (3.5), since the only contribution to the

interaction is from pairs of cells both containing at least one event. Hence, fr�x; n� in (3.5)

can be rewritten as,

fr�x; n� � exp

�
��S� ÿ l

Z
S

Fr�z; x�dz

�
lnir�x; n�: �3:8�

We are now ready to prove the following theorem, which identi®es the limit of fr�x; n� in

(3.8), as r??.

THEOREM 1 Suppose

(A.1): dr:maxi�diam�Cr;i��?0, as r??;

(A.2): The interaction function C�z; u� is continuous in z; u [R2, except on a set of
Lebesgue measure 0;

(A.3): jFr�z; x�j � g�z; x� such that
R

S g�z; x�dz5?, for all r � 1;

(A.4): jfr�x; n�j � h�x; n� such that
R

X h�x; n�dP0�x; n�5?, for all r � 1.
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Then, under (A.1), (A.2), (A.3), and (A.4), as r??,

fr�x; n�?f �x; n�

: exp ��S� ÿ l
Z

S

Y
sj [ cone�z�

C�z; sj�dz

0@ 1Aln
Yn

i� 1

Y
sj [ cone�si�

C�si; sj�; �3:9�

a.e. �. Moreover, f�x; n� is a valid density on w.

Proof: Note that nr;i?0 or 1, as r??; i � 1; . . . ;m�r�. Hence, for suf®ciently large r,

the number of events in each cell can be at most 1. For z [ S and sj [ x, let Cr;i denote the

cell that contains z and Cr;j denote the cell that contains sj. Then by the continuity

assumption (A.2), as r??;C�nr;i; nr;j�?C�z; sj�, a.e. �. Hence, from (3.6), as r??,

Fr�z; x�?
Y

sj [ cone�z�
C�z; sj�; a:e: �: �3:10�

Also, from (3.7) and (3.10), as r??,

ir�x; n�?
Yn

i�1

Y
sj [ cone�si�

C�si; sj�; a:e: �: �3:11�

Finally, from (3.10), (A.3), and the dominated convergence theorem, as r??,Z
S

Fr�z; x�dz?
Z

S

Y
sj [ cone�z�

C�z; sj�dz: �3:12�

Consequently, (3.8), (3.11), and (3.12) imply that, as r??; fr�x; n�?f �x; n�, a.e. �.

By (A.4), j fr�x; n�j � h�x; n�, which is integrable with respect to the measure P0�x; n�.
Hence, by the dominated convergence theorem, as r??,

1 �
Z
w

fr�x; n�dP0�x; n�?
Z
w

f �x; n�dP0�x; n�;

which establishes that f�x, n� is a valid density. j

The density f �x; n� characterizes a directed pairwise-interaction Markov point process,

which is a special case of the DMPPs de®ned in Baddeley et al. (2000). Note that f�x; n�
has a closed form given by (3.9); that is, the normalizing constant K is 1. The assumptions

(A.2), (A.3), and (A.4), made on the interaction functions C, are satis®ed for interaction

functions used in many of the Markov point processes found in the literature. In Section

3.3, we shall de®ne a DMPP that is analogous to the Strauss process and show that these

assumptions hold for inhibitory interaction functions.

3.2. DMPPs as Limits of Auto-Logistic POMMs

Starting with a sequence of auto-logistic POMMs, we shall show that the limiting point pro-

cess is the same directed pairwise-interaction Markov point process obtained in Section 3.1.

DIRECTED MARKOV POINT PROCESSES 13



For the r-th DMPP, we model the number of events n � �n1; . . . ; nm� in cells fCig from

partition p as Bernoulli trials:

Pr�ni � 1jfnj : nj [ cone�ni�g� � pi; �3:13�
where ni [ f0; 1g; i � 1; . . . ; n. In (3.13), the (conditional) probability pi is modeled

through the odds,

pi

1ÿ pi

� lAi

Q
nj [ cone�ni�C�ni;nj�nj ; ni 6[Dmin

lAi ; ni [Dmin,

(
�3:14�

where l40 is an overall intensity parameter, Ai:��Ci�, and C is an interaction function

comparable to that in (3.2). By (3.13), (3.14), and Result 1 of Cressie and Davidson (1998),

the distribution of n is,

Pr�n� � Pr�fnj : nj [Dming�
Y

ni =[Dmin

Pr�nijfnj : nj [ cone�ni�g�

�
Ym
i�1

�lAi�ni
Q

nj [ cone�ni�C�ni; nj�ninj

1� lAi

Q
nj [ cone�ni�C�ni; nj�nj

 !
; �3:15�

where we use the convention that C�ni; nj�:1, whenever ni [Dmin. Also recall the formula

for Pr�xjn� given by (3.4).

Now, the joint distribution of this point process is Pr�x; n� � Pr�xjn�Pr�n� and its

density with respect to the unit Poisson process, P0�x; n� � eÿ��S�
Qm

i�1 1=ni!, is obtained

from (3.15) and (3.4) as Pr�x; n�=P0�x; n�. Then, the joint density of n events at locations

x:�s1; . . . ; sn� is,

fr�x; n� �
exp���S��Qm�r�

i� 1 1� lAr;i

Q
nr;j [ cone�nr;i�C�nr;i; nr;j�nr;j

� �
=nr;i!

6ln
Ym�r�
i� 1

Y
nr;j [ cone�nr;i�

C�nr;i; nr;j�nr;inr;j : �3:16�

The following result determines the limit of fr�x; n�.
THEOREM 2 Under assumptions (A.1), (A.2), (A.3), and (A.4), fr�x; n� attains the same
limit f�x; n� given by (3.9) in Theorem 1, as r??.

Proof: By (A.2), the last term of (3.16) has the same limit as in (3.11). Next, rewrite

1� lAr;i

Y
nr;j [ cone�nr;i�

C�nr;i; nr;j�nr;j � exp

Z
S

log�1� lAr;iFr�z; x��
Ar;i

I�z [Cr;i�
 !

dz

( )
;

and notice that nr;i! � 1. For z [Cr;i, for some i, and by (A.2) and (3.10),

lim
r??

log�1� lAr;iFr�z; x��
Ar;i

� lim
r??

lFr�z; x� � l
Y

sj [ cone�z�
C�z; sj�; a.e. �:
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Hence, by (A.3) and the dominated convergence theorem, as r??,

Ym�r�
i� 1

1� lAr;i

Y
nr;j [ cone�nr;i�

C�nr;i; nr;j�nr;j

0@ 1A,nr;i!? exp

Z
S

l
Y

sj [ cone�z�
C�z; sj�dz

0@ 1A;
a.e. �. Thus, as r??, fr�x; n�?f �x; n�, a.e. �. j

3.3. Example

The Strauss process is one of the most important Markov point processes, although it is

only well de®ned for inhibition processes; attraction processes do not exist (Kelly and

Ripley, 1976). We shall see that a special case of the directed pairwise-interaction point

process yields a directed Strauss process that models inhibition.

The pairwise-interaction functions considered here are of the form,

C�z; u�: g ; u [ cone�z�; kzÿ uk5R

1 ; otherwise;

�
�3:17�

for z; u [ S, 05g � 1, and some ®xed known distance R40. Note that when g � 1, the

process reduces to a homogeneous Poisson process with intensity l. Clearly, C satis®es

(A.2). Before we investigate the conditions under which (A.3) and (A.4) hold, we evaluate

the limiting density f�x; n� in Theorem 1. De®ne, for z [ S,

M�z; x�:N�fsj [ x : sj [ cone�z�; kzÿ sjk5Rg� �3:18�
as the number of events in x that are related to z within distance R and

M�x�:
Xn

i� 1

M�si; x�

as the total number of pairs of related events that are within distance R of each other. Then,

it is straightforward to show that,

f �x; n� � exp ��S� ÿ l
Z

S

gM�z; x�dz

� �
lngM�x�; a.e. �: �3:19�

We now turn to the conditions (A.3) and (A.4) in Theorem 1, which are given in terms of

the r-th stage of the in®nite sequence of POMMs (see Section 3.1) and need to be checked.

Consider any z [ S � IR2. Then z [Cr;i, for some i, and recall that nr;i is the representative

site for Cr;i. De®ne,

Mr�z; x�:N�fsj [ x : sj [Cr;j; nr;j [ cone�nr;i�; knr;j ÿ nr;ik5R; z [Cr;ig�
as the number of events in x that are in cells related to nr;i within distance R, and

Mr�x�:
Xn

i� 1

Mr�si; x�;
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as the total number of pairs of cells that contain events and the cells are within distance R
of each other. From (3.17) and (3.6), Fr�z; x� �Pm�r�

i� 1 g
Mr�nr;i;x�I�z [Cr;i� and

fr�x; n� � exp���S� ÿ l
Pm�r�

i� 1 g
Mr�nr;i;x�Ar;i�lngMr�x�. Since g [ �0; 1�, Fr�z; x� � 1:g�z; x�

and
R

S g�z; x�dz � ��S�5?. In addition, fr�x; n� � exp���S��ln:h�x; n� andR
w h�x; n�dP0�x; n�5?. Hence assumptions (A.3) and (A.4) hold.

Based on Theorem 1, the limiting DMPP is well de®ned with density given by (3.19).

By analogy to Markov point processes, we call such a process a directed Strauss process.

3.4. Markov Property

For a ®nite spatial point process X with realization x � �s1; . . . ; sn�, its undirected
conditional intensity l��z; x�, of X at z [ S, plays an important role. If x is absolutely

continuous with respect to the unit Poisson process, with density f, then the intensity

function is obtained by adding an event z to x and calculating

l��z; x� � f �x [ fzg; n� 1�=f �x; n�. From Ripley and Kelly (1977), a point process X

is Markov with radius R40, if its undirected conditional intensity at z depends only on

events in x that are within distance R of z.

However, for a DMPP, one can de®ne a directed conditional intensity in terms of strong

martingales (Ivanoff and Merzbach, 1990; Baddeley et al., 2000). In particular, the

directed conditional intensity for a directed pairwise-interaction Markov point process is,

l�z; x� � l
Y
fC�z; sj� : sj [ x; sj [ cone�z�g; �3:20�

by Theorem 2.1 of Ivanoff and Merzbach (1990). When interaction functions are speci®ed

on closed balls of radius R, the directed conditional intensity l�z; x� depends only on

events in the cone of z within distance R, and in this sense the DMPP could be considered

to be directed Markov with radius R. Based on (3.20), we shall now construct a simulation

algorithm for a directed pairwise-interaction Markov point process.

4. Simulation

Theorem 1, Equation (3.9), gives the exact form of the joint density f�x; n� of a directed

pairwise-interaction Markov point process. In this section, we show that we can also

simulate from such processes very rapidly. We show how to carry out a one-pass

simulation of a directed pairwise-interaction point process using its directed conditional

intensity function (3.20). For simplicity, we restrict attention to the case of S � �0; 1�2 and,

for notational convenience, we drop the dependence of l�z; x� on x and write it as l�u; v�,
where z � �u; v�0.

4.1. DMPP Simulation Algorithm

In what is to follow, we give the steps of a one-pass algorithm for simulating from a

directed pairwise-interaction Markov point process. A one-pass algorithm for simulating

from more general DMPPs can be found in Baddeley et al. (2000).
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(1) Initialization: Generate s1 � �u1; v1�0 according to a constant intensity, that is, a

homogeneous Poisson process with rate l. To do this, generate 05u15? according to an

exponential distribution with mean �1=l�, and then generate v1 independently of

u1 according to a uniform distribution on �0;1�. If u1 � 1, put i � 2 and go to step 2.

If u141, then the realization is considered to have no events and the algorithm is

terminated.

(2) Iteration: Given sj � �uj; vj�0j � 1; . . . ; iÿ 1, generate si � �ui; vi�0 according to the

directed conditional intensity function l�ui; vi� given by (3.20). To do this, generate ui

according to the ®rst arrival time of a one-dimensional nonhomogeneous Poisson process

with rate function,

b�ui�:
Z 1

0

l�ui; v�dv; ui4uiÿ1: �4:1�

That is, given s1; . . . ; siÿ1; ui has cumulative distribution function (CDF) given by

1ÿ expfÿ �B�ui� ÿ B�uiÿ 1��g, where

B�u�:
Z u

0

b�t�dt: �4:2�

Then, given ui and s1; � � � ; siÿ1, generate vi according to the density l�ui; v�=
b�ui�; v [ �0; 1�. Increment i by 1 and repeat step 2 until ui41.

(3) Termination: When ui41, put n � iÿ 1 and x � �s1; . . . ; sn�.

4.2. Proof of Validity of Algorithm

We now demonstrate that the spatial point process generated by our one-pass algorithm is

indeed a realization from a directed pairwise-interaction point process with density f(x, n)

given by (3.9). First, recall that, conditional on s1; . . . ; siÿ 1; ui has CDF given by

1ÿ exp�ÿB�ui� � B�uiÿ1��; i � 1; . . . ; n, where B�u� is de®ned in (4.2) and we use the

convention u0 � 0. Hence, ui has density b�ui� exp�ÿB�ui� � B�uiÿ 1�� and, conditional

on s1; . . . ; siÿ1, the density of si � �ui; vi�0 is,

l�ui; vi� exp�ÿB�ui� � B�uiÿ 1��; ui4uiÿ 1; 05vi51: �4:3�

Next, note that the algorithm stops when un�141, which has probability

Pr�un� 141js1; . . . ; sn� � exp�ÿB�1� � B�un��: �4:4�

Hence, by (4.3) and (4.4), the joint distribution of x is
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Pr�x; n� � 1

n!
Pr�s1�Pr�s2js1� . . . Pr�snjs1; . . . ; snÿ1�Pr�un� 141js1; . . . ; sn�

� 1

n!
exp�ÿB�1� � B�un��

Yn

i� 1

l�ui; vi� exp�ÿB�ui� � B�uiÿ 1��
" #

� f �x; n�P0�x; n�:
That is, the simulation algorithm, based on the directed conditional intensity function in

(3.20), generates a directed pairwise-interaction Markov point process with density given

by (3.9). Most importantly, the simulation can be achieved in one pass and is fast, in

contrast to a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach (e.g., Geyer and Mùller, 1994).

4.3. Details on Step 2 of Algorithm

We now describe how we generate ui and then vi given ui, in step 2 of the one-pass

algorithm. Recall that the form of the conditional CDF of ui is 1ÿ exp�ÿB�ui� � B�uiÿ1��,
and that of vi given ui is

R vi

0
l�ui; v�dv=b�ui�, where b�u� � R 1

0
l�u; v�dv.

(2a) Generate ui: Generate t* Uniform�0, 1� and solve the following equation for ui:

ÿ log�1ÿ t� �
Z ui

uiÿ1

Z 1

0

l�u; v�dvdu: �4:5�

(2b) Generate vi: Generate z* Uniform�0, 1� and solve the following equation for vi:

z
Z 1

0

l�ui; v�dv �
Z vi

0

l�ui; v�dv: �4:6�

The two Equations (4.5) and (4.6) can be solved by Newton's method (e.g., Thisted, 1988,

p. 165). Even though several attempts may be needed to ®nd appropriate starting values for

ui and vi, convergence to the root is fast once good starting values are chosen. The

integrals involved in the iterations are evaluated numerically.

4.4. Simulating the Directed Strauss Process

Now we return to the example of the directed Strauss process, discussed in Section 3.3.

The one-pass algorithm can be used here to simulate the directed Strauss process with

density (3.19) and directed conditional intensity,

l�u; v� � lgM��u;v�;x�;

as in (3.20), where recall that M��u; v�; x� is the number of events in x that are related to

�u; v� within distance R. Figures 1±3 show the locations of events generated on the square

S � �0; 1�2. Various radii R and interaction values g are chosen, while l is ®xed at 10. For

larger radius R, the patterns of inhibition are clearer.
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5. Discussion

In summary, we have constructed directed ( pairwise-interaction) Markov point processes

(DMPPs) as limits of auto-Poisson or auto-logistic POMMs. We have derived their joint

distribution and their directed conditional intensity in closed form, and we have shown

how to simulate from them using a fast one-pass algorithm.

For most undirected point processes that incorporate spatial dependence, straightfor-

ward estimation of model parameters is not possible because the likelihood contains an

unknown normalizing constant that is a function of the parameters. However, for the

directed processes considered in this paper, this problem does not arise. Suppose we

observe n events located at s1; . . . ; sn in S and let Cg denote the pairwise-interaction

function that appears in (3.9), parameterized with g. By Theorem 1, the likelihood

function, under the directed pairwise-interaction Markov point process, is given in closed

form by,

`�h� � exp ÿ l
Z

S

Y
sj [ cone�z�

CZ�z; sj�dz

0@ 1Aln
Yn

i� 1

Y
sj [ cone�si�

Cg�si; sj�;

where h:�g0; l�0. The maximum likelihood estimator of h is obtained by maximizing

log `�h�, which is a summation of functions of h, all of which are known in closed form.

For the directed Strauss process, h � �g; l�0 and, from (3.20), its log-likelihood function is:

Figure 1. Selected realizations of directed Strauss processes for l � 10, R � 0:1: (a) g � 0:2 (here n � 13);

(b) g � 0:4 (here n � 9); (c) g � 0:6 (here n � 11); (d) g � 0:8 (here n � 10); (e) g � 1:0 (here n � 8).
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Figure 2. Selected realizations of directed Strauss processes for l � 10, R � 0:5: (a) g � 0:2 (here n � 3);

(b) g � 0:4 (here n � 7); (c) g � 0:6 (here n � 9); (d) g � 0:8 (here n � 8); (e) g � 1:0 (here n � 9).

Figure 3. Selected realizations of directed Strauss processes for l � 10, R � 0:9: (a) g � 0:2 (here n � 3);

(b) g � 0:4 (here n � 4); (c) g � 0:6 (here n � 5); (d) g � 0:8 (here n � 8); (e) g � 1:0 (here n � 11).
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log `�h� � ÿl
Z

S

gM�z;x�dz� n log�l� �M�x� log�g�:

Maximizing this with respect to g and l using Newton's method or simple gridding is

straightforward.

Importantly, the research presented in this paper gives spatial models for which both

inference and simulation are quite straightforward. This will be useful when assessing the

performance of various spatial statistics derived from spatial patterns that exhibit

dependence.
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